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Members of the project management on an official visit at Ambalazerka d.o.o ,production plant 

Despite measures against the
coronavirus and other occurrences
that are unfortunately happening in
Europe, members of the management
team of the DESUWOW project met in
Belgrade. The meeting consisted of
two working days during which
participants had the opportunity to
listen to the outstanding lecturer Milan
Stevanovic - expert in Agriculture,
Technology and Sustainable
Development.

We also visited 3 production
plants related to agriculture,
which deal with different
types of production. 

Field visits were examples of
various entrepreneurial
activities and the application
of modern technology.
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The craft shop Ambalažerka was
founded in 1996, The need for wooden
fruit crates was indispensable, 
 because of plantation development
from year to year. When founding the
craft shop, all the necessary work was
done by family members. The original
location of the company was a garage
in the yard of the Nikolic family. 
In 2007, the independent craft shop
Ambalažerka changed its legal norm
and became Ambalažerka doo.

 What they produce now?

FRUIT BOXES
PATOS FOR CRATES
ELEMENTS
RAILS
PALLET
BIOMASS 

www.ambalazerka.rs

 



Cold Storage Brestovik & 
Winery at the Faculty of Agriculture 

Throughout the visit, the team members went
into the cold storage and saw how machines
assort the fruit in their special boxes. The
operation is led by humans, but the biggest part
of the work is based on technology.
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During the second working
day, the hosts organized a
field visit to the Cold
Storage Brestovik. The
facilitator was Milan
Savkovic, bachelor of
agriculture. He encouraged
participants to share
experiences from their
countries and presented
how Serbians grow fruit. 

In the middle of the last century, the endowment holder Milan Vukićević left a
significant part of his property to the University of Belgrade. In addition to
several real estates in the center of Belgrade, the will from 1941 also gave the
University a property in Vinča, named after Milan's wife - Radmila. Thanks to
this endowment, today the University of Belgrade can boast of one of the
most important assets in Southeast Europe, which preserves valuable genes
of agricultural species.

Last but not least visit was
the Visit to the Winery at
the Faculty of Agriculture
(Radmilovac). Our host was
Sonja Jovic, oenologist and
sommelier. 


